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Growing Blueberries in Containers

Blueberries are a wonderful small fruit, which unfortunately do not grow well in most Nebraska soils.
There is an alternative though, for the determined gardener willing to go the extra mile required to
produce blueberries at home- blueberries grown in containers. Since soil pH is the major difficulty for
blueberries in Nebraska, using containers can solve the problem. It is much easier to control the pH of
soil in a container than it is to change the pH of soil in a ground bed. To grow well, blueberries require
porous, moist, sandy soils high in organic matter with a pH range of 4.0-5.5. If the soil pH in the
container is not between 4.0-5.5 then work large quantities of such materials as peat moss, oak leaves,
pine needles or sulfur into the soil.
However, using a container to grow a woody, perennial plant that requires cold temperatures in the winter
does present other challenges, though. Plant roots are much less cold hardy than plant shoots, and the
roots of plants grown in containers tend to circle around the inside wall of the container. This can leave
the plant's roots with only a thin layer of plastic for winter protection. Research in Oklahoma has shown
the temperature of a root ball in an unprotected container can approach that of the surrounding air
temperature. Therefore winter protection for containerized plants, both herbaceous and woody perennials,
is essential to the plant's survival. Winter soil temperatures for containerized plants should stay in the 30-
34° Fahrenheit range. Plant damage could result from temperatures lower than 32° .
There are several ways to provide winter protection for plants in containers. One of the easiest methods is
to bring the containers into an unheated shed, root cellar or garage during the winter months. Of course,
during the winter the plant still needs periodic watering and light. Water plants thoroughly before moving
them into the over wintering area and periodically check soil moisture throughout the winter. It is
important to inspect the plant periodically during winter to make sure it has not started to grow or send
out new shoots. If this happens, the plant is being kept too warm and air temperatures around the plant
should be lowered to stop the initiation of growth.
Another method of over wintering a containerized plant is to "plant" the entire container in a ground bed.
In fall, dig a hole deep enough so that the lip of the container is even with the surrounding soil. Place the
container in the hole and fill in with soil around the container just as you would with a new plant, so that
the container receives full benefit of the soil's insulating power. The plant can then be mulched normally
along with surrounding plants. It is also possible to install a second container, slightly larger than that
used to hold the blueberry plant, permanently in the soil; again, bury the larger container deep enough so
its lip is even with the surrounding soil. The blueberry container, with its properly amended soil, can then
be placed inside the larger container and left in place all year or moved to a sunnier location during
summer.
During summer, the containerized plant will dry out much more quickly than surrounding plants
especially if the container is above ground. Frequent watering, thoroughly soaking the entire root ball,
will be required to meet the plant's moisture needs, however do not let the plant sit in water.
Blueberries are generally quite easy to transplant. They tend to have a fibrous, compact root system.
Established plants need to have soil attached to the roots, so do not dig them bare-root. Add lots of
organic humus, such as processed manure (the bagged stuff) and compost/peat moss with your existing
soil. The best time to transplant them is during the winter dormant season months of November,
December, January, February up to about mid-March.
Imagine the pleasure of harvesting blueberries from healthy plants in your own backyard. With some
extra work, it can be done- but you'll have to beat the birds to the tasty berries!
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